**Surrey A Photographic Record 1850**
Lambeth Landmark, the fast way into Lambeth Archives image collection. Lambeth Landmark showcases over 14,000 of the best images from Lambeth Archives’ collections of photographs, drawings, prints, watercolours, maps and documents.

**maxarchiveservices.com**
Life. Born in Rotherhithe, the son of a London watchmaker, Glaisher was a Junior assistant at the Cambridge Observatory from 1833 to 1835 before moving to the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, where he served as Superintendent of the Department of Meteorology and Magnetism at Greenwich for thirty-four years. In 1845, Glaisher published his dew point tables, for the measurement of humidity.

**James Glaisher - Wikipedia**
Neptune, one of three ships known as the 'death fleet,' was the largest ship of the Second Fleet. Chartered by slave traders, Neptune had the highest mortality rate of all the ships, with over 160 deaths.

**Ships | The Dictionary of Sydney**
Robert MacPherson (1811-1872) Of Scots descent, MacPherson lived and worked in Rome. He took up photography in the 1850s and became a leading photographer of Roman art and antiquities. MacPherson is also known for his Guide Book to the Sculpture in the Vatican published in 1863 and as an inventor of photographic lithography.

**Photographers of the 19th-Century - Visual Arts Encyclopedia**
33000+ free ebooks online. Did you know that you can help us produce ebooks by proof-reading just one page a day? Go to: Distributed Proofreaders

**Browse By Author: W - Project Gutenberg**
The official archive of the UK government. Our vision is to lead and transform information management, guarantee the survival of today's information for tomorrow and bring history to life for everyone.

**Public Record Office of Northern Ireland (PRONI) | The ...**
Camerton, St Peter Parish Registers. PARISH INTRODUCTION + Wikiwand; BAPTISMS 1607-1637 1654-1912 MARRIAGES 1607-1608 1654-1672 1714-1913 BURIALS 1607-1637 1654-1913 + FreeREG

**DustyDocs - English Parish Registers Online**
This index to British Army regimental numbers comprises two sections: SECTION 1 which deals with individual regiments and battalions, and SECTION 2 which deals with other, largely non-regiment specific articles.

**Army Service Numbers 1881-1918: Site Index**
A Comprehensive History of the Workhouse by Peter Higginbotham. After 1834. Wantage Poor Law Union was formed on 4th April 1835. Its operation was overseen by an elected Board of Guardians, 36 in number, representing its 33 constituent parishes as listed below (figures in brackets indicate numbers of Guardians if more than one):

**The Workhouse in Wantage, Berkshire - Peter Higginbotham**
The Edwin Fox Maritime Centre is open every day from 8.45am to 5pm (in the Summer until 6:30) at Dunbar Wharf, which is only a two minute walk along the foreshore from the Cook Strait Ferry terminal in Picton. Thousands of people visit the museum and the ship each year in its lovely setting in the Queen Charlotte Sound

**EDWIN FOX - The New Zealand Maritime Record - NZNMM**
Discover the stories behind key moments in Shakespeare's life, from the birth of the Globe theatre in London to his last days in Stratford-upon-Avon 400 years ago. A long-form article on the telecommunication technologies – new and existing – harnessed to fit the needs of the British war...

**Online exhibitions Archive - The National Archives**
Mevagissey, St Peter Parish Registers. BAPTISMS 1777-1813 1841-1913 BANNS 1774-1823 1827-1913 MARRIAGES 1774-1812 1837-1906 BURIALS 1685-1773 1850-1938 + Cornwall OPC Database

**DustyDocs - English Parish Registers Online**
This post will look at numbering in the regular battalions of the Worcestershire Regiment between 1881 and 1914. Service records for all of the sample numbers and dates below survive in the series WO 363 and WO 364 at the National Archives (and also online at Ancestry.co.uk) and WO 97 (on line courtesy of Find My Past).

**Army Service Numbers 1881-1918: Worcestershire Regiment**...
Teachers' notes. In this lesson on Victorian homes students are gradually introduced to sources on Hackney, starting with a small map section, then photographic evidence, concluding with the census.

**Victorian homes - The National Archives**
War Grave Agency Records. If you think a relative may have died in the First World War it should be possible to confirm this by looking at the records held by one of the war grave agencies responsible for the care and maintenance of graves and official memorials for the war dead of the First World War.

**Records for the War Dead of WW1 - Great War**
Some helpful resources to get a prospective history researcher started: Published Local Histories: The City Library on the Grand Parade (021 427 7110), the County Library on Model Farm Road (021 454 6499) and City and Cork County Council Branch Libraries have immense collections of Cork books, which explore many historic aspects of the County, from buildings to people.

**Cork Heritage » Sources & Resources**
Photographers of trains & locomotives steamindex home page. The bulk of railway photographers were content to concentrate on photography, but many also assembled collections of their own work (or as in the case of Fenman published as a group) and a few contributed to railway literature in general, some (notably Casserley on a substantial scale).

**Photographers of railway, especially locomotive subjects**
The Guild of Straw Craftsmen - Places to Visit "Straw Maiden" Worked and Photographed by Norman Davies See examples of Straw work. It is always advisable to contact a Museum first to make sure of opening times, and whether what you wish to see is in fact available.

**The Guild of Straw Craftsmen - Places to Visit**
A Comprehensive History of the Workhouse by Peter Higginbotham. Witney, Oxfordshire [Bibliography] Up to 1834. In 1730, the Witney overseers rented part of a house on the east side of the High Street, probably number 33, for use as a workhouse.

**The Workhouse in Witney, Oxfordshire**
This list of blue plaques is an annotated list of people or events in the United Kingdom that have been commemorated by blue plaques. The plaques themselves are permanent signs installed in publicly visible locations on buildings to commemorate either a famous person who lived or worked in the building (or site) or an event that occurred within the building.